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The Original Vision

In  2002,  a  handful  of  researchers  of  the  Network  Systems  Group  at  Princeton 
University  anticipated  that  a  new  class  of  geographically  distributed  network 
services were emerging, and that the most effective way to design, evaluate, and 
deploy these services would be by using an overlay-based testbed.

An  overlay network  is a computer network which is built on top of another 
network. Nodes in the overlay can be thought of as being connected by virtual or 
logical  links,  each  of  which  corresponds  to  a  path,  perhaps  through  many 
physical links, in the underlying network. Overlay networks can be constructed in 
order to permit routing messages to destinations not specified by an IP address. 
Additionally,  overlay  networks  can  be  incrementally  deployed  on  end-hosts 
running  the  overlay  protocol  software,  without  requiring  modification  on  the 
routers.  The  overlay  has  no  control  over  how  packets  are  routed  in  the 
underlying network between two overlay nodes, but it can control, for example, 
the  sequence  of  overlay  nodes  a  message  traverses  before  reaching  its 
destination.

A testbed is a platform for experimentation for large development projects in an 
environment that is shielded from the hazards of  testing in a live production 
environment. 

Unlike conventional testbeds, however, the aim of the testbed was to both support 
researchers that want to develop new services, and clients that want to use them. 
Thus rather than view the overlay strictly as a testbed, the long-term view was 
taken in which the overlay would be both a research testbed and a deployment 
platform.

As a research testbed, the overlay’s value is to give researchers access to (1) a 
large set of geographically distributed machines; (2) a realistic network substrate 
that  experiences  congestion,  failures,  and  diverse  link  behaviours;  and  (3)  the 
potential for a realistic client workload. Its value as a deployment platform is to 
provide  (1)  researchers  with  a  direct  technology  transfer  path  for  popular  new 
services, and (2) users with access to those new services. 

This dual use, in turn, suggests four design principles that are not widely supported 
in existing testbeds: (1) services should be able to run continuously and access a 
slice of the overlay's resources, (2) control over resources should be distributed, (3) 
overlay management services should be unbundled and run in their own slices, and 
(4) APIs should be designed to promote application development.

PlanetLab was built to adhere to these design principals. Today, more than 1,000 
researchers  at  top academic institutions  and industrial  research labs have used 
PlanetLab to develop new technologies for distributed storage, network mapping, 
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peer-to-peer  systems,  distributed  hash  tables,  and  query  processing.  PlanetLab 
currently consists of 912 nodes across 473 sites around the world. PlanetLab has 
been supported in part by the  National Science Foundation* and by DARPA. 
Support is also provided by companies that join the PlanetLab Consortium.

Things Happening

• Peer-to-Peer Applications

A Peer-to-Peer  (P2P) network utilizes the workstations and network resources of 
participants in a network compared to conventional centralized architecture where 
servers provide services. A pure P2P network treats every user as both a server and 
a client, depending on whether a file request was received or sent. In contrast, a 
centralized network will  have severs accommodating users’  requests.  There also 
exists a hybrid P2P network, where servers are placed to provide indexing services. 
P2P  traffic  is  becoming  one  of  the  largest  bandwidth  consumers  among  ISPs 
because of its ease of deployment and usage for content distribution.

P2P on PlanetLab

PlanetLab  nodes  are  connected  to  the  Internet  and  experiments  have  a  more 
realistic testbed where delays, bandwidth etc are subject to change; this has the 
advantage of giving researchers a better idea of how a particular P2P service is 
going  to  perform once  utilized  by the public.  Tools  are  also  available  to  aid  in 
conducting experiments and data collection.

P2P PlanetLab Projects

Research 
Institutes

Projects

Boston University sns - to examine the effects of selfish overlay nodes, and 
compare it with unstructured p2p networks. Measurements 
considered are multiple performance metrics, including 
delay and available bandwidth. 

Brigham Young 
University

p2pweb – to determine if a web browser can automatically 
convert to p2p download when the main server is 
overloaded. 

Delft university of 
Technology

p2p_iptv – to measure the performance of the P2PTV 
network. First, simulate a network of nodes running a Linux-
version Delft P2PTV implementation (Sopcast) in PlanetLab. 
A node will stream a video in loop, and other nodes running 
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the P2PTV client program (Sopcast) and a sniffer (tcpdump) 
to trace and capture the traffic. 

Georgia Institute of 
Technology

p2psec – structured p2p networks rely on each peer to 
perform critical functions such as routing, data storage and 
retrieval. Malicious nodes can interfere with the operation of 
the network by abusing or neglecting these responsibilities. 
This project seeks to develop security mechanisms for 
structured overlays to function in the presence of malicious 
peers. 

National Tsing Hua 
University

nvlab_p2p – this research aims to study the video quality 
optimization over p2p network with heterogeneous 
environment. The goal also includes developing a cross-
layer design mechanism to organize limited resources 
(storage, bandwidth, computing power) and manage video 
data importance to achieve fair and effective transmission 
and best user video experience. 

Federal University of 
Rio de Janeiro

land – the goal is to measure the peer behaviours in the 
BitTorrent system. This research generates traces of the 
experiment of measuring the BT protocol when client nodes 
are initiated with download scripts. 

University of Turin likir – the fully decentralized p2p networks are resilient 
against random node failures but also lack a trusted central 
authority. Likir (Layered Identity-based Kademlia-like 
infrastructure) is a secure communication protocol built on 
top of Kademlia. This will be accomplished with the adoption 
of a certification service, with the use of an authentication 
protocol between nodes and with the introduction of 
credentials to make non-repudiatable the ownership of the 
contents and messages inserted in the DHT. The goal of the 
experiments is to evaluate the overhead introduced by Likir, 
to test the applicability in a large-scale distributed 
environment.

• Others: 
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Network Mapping,  Distributed Processing,  Network  measurement  and  Monitoring 
etc.

• In Academia

In  addition  to  serving  as  a  research  platform,  PlanetLab  is  also  being  used  by 
courses that give students first-hand experience with broad-coverage services.

Purpose of this Manual

This manual was written in retrospect to the steps and actions I performed 
while newly acquainting myself to PlanetLab during my short stay at UC. In 
this manual I try to direct the reader through the highs and lows from going 
from a  documentation  and  tutorial  studying  phase,  to  setting  up  a  user 
account  and  acquiring  a  slice,  to  finally  distributing  Akaroa2  across 
PlanetLab. There are also notes on how I tried out the ‘Hello World’ tutorial, 
which  gave  me  an  idea  of  PlanetLab’s  long-running  services  CoMon  and 
CoDeploy. 

The descriptions given in each step will usually be very brief and text that 
can be found on other sites and documentation will not be repeated here, 
rather  a  link  pointing  to  the  information  will  be  given.  If  you  have  any 
questions  regarding  the  material  in  this  manual,  please  contact  me  at: 
bonhomie@nii.ac.jp

CONTENTS

Useful Links           … … … … … … … … …  …    pg.  7
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USEFUL LINKS

This  section  provides  links  to  documentation  that  you  can  start  reading 
immediately before even becoming a user of PlanetLab. All you will need is 
to get hooked up to the Internet and lots of coffee. I’ve tried to put them in 
‘real-time reading order’ so that the preliminary stuff comes first.

PlanetLab Official Site:
https://www.planet-lab.org/

The original vision of PlanetLab:
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/nsg/papers/planetlab_hotnets_02/

To check out how PlanetLab evolved since then (2002), check the following 
link: 
https://www.planet-lab.org/history

PlanetLab Design Notes:
https://www.planet-lab.org/doc/pdn

PlanetLab Architecture: An Overview
https://www.planet-lab.org/files/pdn/PDN-06-031/pdn-06-031.pdf

PlanetLab Terminology:
https://www.planet-lab.org/doc/guides/user

PlanetLab Site Policy:
https://www.planet-lab.org/node/157

The following links point to course web pages for classes and seminars that 
have used PlanetLab. 
https://www.planet-lab.org/courseware

You may also want to take a look at the Technical’s Contact Guide at 
https://www.planet-lab.org/node/173
though probably your status will be that of a ‘user’. This guide will give you a 
more solid concept of the physical features of the nodes on your PlanetLab 
site.

Our  PlanetLab  site  is:  University  of  Canterbury,  New  Zealand,  currently 
consisting of two nodes planetlab3 and planetlab4.You can get a list of all 
sites  hosting  PlanetLab  nodes  at:  https://www.planet-
lab.org/db/pub/sites.php
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GETTING A PLANETLAB ACCOUNT

Note: This documentation assumes that the user is using a *nix system.

After skimming through the links above, now is probably the right time to 
register yourself as a user. Check the following steps:

1. You have to  register  for  a  user  account  against  one of  your  email 
addresses. Mine was  bonhomie@nii.ac.jp.  All  email  regarding your 
work/actions/notifications on PlanetLab will be directed to this account, 
so think of what you might want it to be.

2. Go to:  www.planet-lab.org and notice the login tab on the upper 
right hand side of the page. Click ‘create an account’. This will direct 
you to the ‘Account Registration’ form.

Notice that at the very top of the form, some instructions are give. Pay 
particular attention to the line “Your E-mail address... ... ...will be used 
as your PlanetLab username.” This will come in handy later.

3. Fill in the form with appropriate details. Make sure you get the correct 
site name from the drop-down list in the site field. Tip: click on the field 
and type ‘u’  to bring down the list entries starting with ‘u’.  Ours is 
‘University of Canterbury, New Zealand’.

4. Click the ‘register’ button. Soon, you will receive a notification at the 
email address you just used to register stating that you need to verify 
your user account by following a link provided in the email. One you’ve 
done that  another  email  will  be  sent  to  your  site’s  PIs  and to  you 
stating that you are now a new PlanetLab user.

5. You  will  receive  yet  another  email  confirming  that  you  are  now 
subscribed to the PlanetLab mailing list Announce@lists.planet-lab.org 
mailing. This auto-subscription happens to every user. You will find a 
link in the email  that allows you to unsubscribe any time you wish. 
Also,  non-users  can  become  members  of  the  mailing  list  via: 
https://www.planet-lab.org/lists
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Assuming that you are now a PlanetLab user and can successfully login, 
this is perhaps a good time to ask your PlanetLab site PI to set you up with 
a slice on your PlanetLab site. The person I contacted for that was Tony 
Dale.  I soon received an email saying that I was added to 
‘canterbury_slice1’. So, whenever I refer my/your slice from now on, 
please substitute it with:  canterbury_slice1.

One thing to keep in mind is that your slice will expire 2 months after its 
creation unless you renew it. You will receive an email 5 days prior to the 
expiration of your slice. The email will tell you how to renew it. When 
renewing a slice, you do not have to reload your public key.

PLANETLAB ROLES:

This may be a good point to introduce the different roles in PlanetLab. People 
involved in PlanetLab can be categorized into 3 groups:

Principal Investigator (PI):
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The PIs at each site are responsible for managing slices and users at each site. The PI is the 
only person at a site who can:

• Enable, disable, and delete user accounts.

• Create slices.

• Delete slices.

• Assign users to slices.

• Allocate resources to slices.

PIs are legally responsible for the behavior of the slices that they create. Because PIs may 
create  slices  across  any  of  the  nodes  in  the  PlanetLab  network,  they  may  be  required  to 
respond to incidents at other sites caused by the behavior of one of their approved slices. The 
PI should ensure that the users of that site, understand, agree to, and abide by the PlanetLab 
Acceptable Use Policy (AUP). A Deputy PI can be assigned to work along with a site PI, but 
usually, on PlanetLab, there’s only one PI per site.

The two PIs of our site are Prof. Krys Pawlikowski and Tony Dale.

Technical Contact (Tech Contact):

Each  site  is  required  to  have  at  least  one  Technical  Contact  who  is  responsible  for 

installation, maintenance, and monitoring of the site's nodes. The PI may choose to appoint a 

Technical Contact for this purpose. Again, site’s PI may work as a Tech Contact, but the 

reverse is not true.

Our site has 4 Tech Contacts. The one I was in contact with the most was (Joff):

 joffre.horlor@canterbury.ac.nz

You can find more about this from the ‘My site’ page when you login with your user account.

User:

A user is anyone who develops and deploys applications on PlanetLab. PIs and Tech Contacts 
may also be users. To be a user you need to have a valid user account and be assigned a slice 
to you by your site PI.
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 ABOUT A ‘SLICE’

After you receive the email, login to PlanetLab and explore the links in your 
user-info tab (it replaces the log-in tab in the upper right corner). Do you 
notice the difference in the various fields before you were added to a slice 
and after?

User-info (UFO) Tab

At this point, please download the invaluable PlanetLab User’s Guide:

https://www.planet-lab.org/doc/guides/user

(You may probably already have this if you tried the ‘PlanetLab Terminology’ 
link in the previous section).

SLICES AND SLIVERS
Again a bit more explanation of the terminologies:

• Site. A site is a physical location where PlanetLab nodes are located (e.g. Princeton 
University or HP Labs). Abbreviated versions of site names prefix all slice names. The 
name of our site is: University of Canterbury, New Zealand. The abbreviate name is: 
Canterbury.
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A list of all the sites on PlanetLab, along with their abbreviations can be found at:
https://www.planet-lab.org/index.php?q=db/sites/
(Our site is on page 14).

• Node. A node is a dedicated server that runs components of PlanetLab services. We 
currently have two nodes: 
planetlab3.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz, planetlab4.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz

• Slice. A slice is a set of allocated resources distributed across PlanetLab. To most 
users, a slice means UNIX shell  access to a number of PlanetLab nodes. PIs are 
responsible for creating slices and assigning them to their users. After being assigned 
to a slice, a user may then assign nodes to it. After nodes have been assigned to a 
slice, virtual servers for that slice are created on each of the assigned nodes. Slices 
have a finite lifetime and must be periodically renewed to remain valid.

• Sliver. A set of allocated resources on a single PlanetLab node. Slivers are currently 

implemented  as  Linux-Vservers,  which  implements  both  namespace  and 

performance isolation among slivers on a single machine. Network virtualization of 

slivers is implemented using VNET. 

For a better visualization of what slices, nodes and slivers are:

Vis 1:
Consider the boxes to be PlanetLab nodes scattered/distributed/dispersed at 
different sites and locations. 
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The different colors in the shades of each box indicate a different resource 
type of that particular node, i.e. CPU, memory, etc. Suppose for the above 
instance, we have the resources orange, purple and green.

Now, suppose in PlanetLab we have two users Red and Blue.  Red is a user at 
our Canterbury site and Blue is a user at another site, say in Cornell. Red is 
assigned Canterbury_slice1 by his site PI, similarly; Blue is assigned 
cornell_slice1 by his site PI.

Vis 2:
Suppose Red adds some nodes to his slice, canterbury_slice1, as shown in 
the figure below. His slice now consists of a virtual network made up of the 
nodes he has added. Notice that Red has only been assigned a part of the 
node’s resources (shown in red) which is called a sliver.  This sliver has a 
separate namespace, as mentioned before, containing an aggregation of the 
different types of resources (orange, purple and green). 

Vis 3:
Now suppose Blue adds some nodes to his slice, cornell_slice1, as shown in 
the figure below. His slice now also consists of a virtual network made up of 
the nodes he has added and his slivers are coloured blue. Notice that Blue 
and Red are both using some common nodes, but they are assigned different 
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slivers on those nodes.

The effect of creating slivers for different users sharing the same node is to 
support virtualization in the sense that Red will always see himself as being 
the only user of the network, as will Blue – though they are actually sharing 
the same node’s resources.

Thus,  a user exists in PlanetLab by creating a slice comprised of slivers of a 
set of chosen nodes.

In the next sections, I will try to describe how to remotely login to nodes on 
PlanetLab using the ssh protocol (using port 20) and how to populate nodes 
with the necessary resources.

SSH: REMOTE LOGIN
Before you can access any PlanetLab nodes, including those at your own site, 
you must create an SSH key pair for authentication purposes. To generate an 
SSH key pair, use the ssh-keygen program on any secure UNIX system. You 
do not have to be logged into PlanetLab to do this step.

1) Open a terminal window in Linux

2) type:

ssh-keygen -t rsa -f ~/.ssh/id_rsa
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3) ssh-keygen asks for a password. You will have to use this password to 
login to nodes.

4) As you can see .ssh is a hidden file under your home directory. To find 
the directory where the public and private keypair have been created, 
type the following in your terminal:

id_rsa.pub is the public key and id_rsa is the private key

5) Store a copy of the private key file id_rsa in a safe place. Remember, if 
your private key file is stolen and your account used for illegal activity, 
your site and PI may be held legally responsible. Therefore, beware! 

6) Now login to your PlanetLab account and upload the public key file 
id_rsa.pub to the PlanetLab website using the ‘Manage My Keys’ page: 

From your UFO tab go to User > My Account

Find the ‘Manage Keys’ link in green. This will direct you to the ‘People’ 

page. Browse to the location of your id_rsa.pub file and upload.

Accessing a node from your slice:

Since you are set up with a slice and now have a keypair that you can use for 
secure remote login, you can try accessing a node on your site using the 
following ‘ssh’ command from a terminal window:

ssh  - 2  -i    ~/.ssh/id_rsa     canterbury_slice1@planetlab3

Here, the ‘-2’ indicate the OpenSSH version number and ‘-i’ is the denotation 
of the ‘identity file’ path of the ‘~/.ssh/id_rsa. For the next ‘ssh’ sessions you 
can simply write the following: 

ssh  canterbury_slice1@planetlab3
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POPULATING THE NODES
Once you remotely login to a node (we will assume here it’s planetlab3), you 
will find that there is nothing installed on the node except a minimal Fedora 
Core 8 installation. You will have to populate the nodes with the programs 
and applications you want.

Keep in mind here that though other people are using the same nodes, your 
virtual space on any node is different from that of others.

Installing packages:
To install standard packages, for example gcc- do the following:

sudo yum install gcc

To update installed packages:

sudo yum update

To install/update/remove any packages in Linux, you usually need to be root. 
Sudo allows a normal user ‘root’ privileges. Yum is an automatic updater and 
package installer/remover for rpm systems.

Remotely copying files:
Another valuable command that you can use to remotely copy files and 
applications from your current machine to one of your nodes is by using the 
Secure Copy Protocol (scp). It is usually used to copy files between hosts on a 
network.

The standard format for scp is:

$ scp   <local directory>  <your-login>@<hostname>:<path to 
remote file>

You can think of it alternatively as: $ scp <from> <to>

Suppose you have a file written in C++ called  test.cpp in your local home 
directory in a folder called code. For me, the pwd would return:

$pwd
/home/cosc/guest/fya27/code/test.cpp

To copy this into the node ‘planetlab3’ ; I did the following:

1) Logged into planetlab3 from my slice using a terminal window

2)  went  into  the  directory  /home/cosc/guest/fya27/code/  from  another 
terminal window
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3) typed: $ scp test.cpp 
canterbury_slice1@planetlab3:/home/canterbury_ slice1 

DISTRIBUTING AKAROA2

Akaroa2 is designed for running quantitative discrete-event simulations. It 
was developed by the Simulation Research Group at our department in 1992 
and  uses  an  MRIP  (Multiple  Replications  in  Parallel)  approach  for  parallel 
simulation.

For more information on Akaroa, visit:

http://www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/research/RG/net_sim/simulation_group/akar
oa/mrip.chtml

A schematic of Akaroa2 is given below:

Motivation for distribution on Planetlab:

• Utilize the power of PlanetLab
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• Popularize Akaroa2 in R&E environments

Our initial plan was to distribute Akaroa in the following process:

Deployment Spiral:

• Pre-deployment Phase

• Initial distribution and testing

•  Performance  analysis:  scalability,  delay-overhead,   resiliency  and 
robustness

• Post-deployment upgrade

We have finished the first two steps and are proceeding with the third one. 

HELLO WORLD

Hello  world  is  a  tutorial  for  new  PlanetLab  users,  which  is  highly 
recommended to be tried out for two reasons:
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1) It provides a hands-on step-by-step method of deploying an application to 
multiple nodes
2) It introduces two very important PlanetLab services: CoMon and CoDeploy.

Please download the tutorial before proceeding with this section, as I will not 
repeat here the explanations of the various steps as they are already in the 
tutorial. 

Link to tutorial:

https://www.planet-lab.org/tutorial

What the tutorial does:

In this demonstration, a script will be deployed to one node in each active 
site in the PlanetLab network. This script, when run on each node, will gather 
information  about  that  node’s  site  and  send  this  information  back  to  a 
central web server.

The steps performed in this tutorial can be broken down into the following 
steps:

1) Populate your slice with active nodes (one from each site) – this is done 
using the CoMon repository

You  can  find  more  information  on  CoMon  @ 
http://comon.cs.princeton.edu

2) After your slice is populated with nodes (you can check this out by using 
the tabs on your UFO), a script called phonehome.py will  be deployed on 
each  of  these  nodes  –  this  is  done  using  CoDeploy.  You  can  find  more 
information on CoDeploy @ http://codeen.cs.princeton.edu/codeploy

3) After the script is run, each node will send back its longitude and latitude 
information  to  a  file  called  phonelog.txt.  The  data  from  this  file  will  be 
converted into a KML file by phonelog.php. A KML file is synonymous to HTML 
files, in the sense that a KML file is to a Geographical browser as HTML files 
are to Web browsers.
4) This KML file can be uploaded to Google Earth to view the locations of the 
nodes.

In the beginning of the tutorial, there is a lot of text that states requirements. 
Since we have all of them, you can proceed directly to section 2.3 of the 
tutorial on page 3.
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Adding nodes to your slice:

Before you start this section, go to your UFO and take a look at the nodes 
currently in your slice. Assuming, you have a fresh slice and haven’t added 
any nodes before, the node list should be empty. You can check this from the 
‘manage nodes’ menu under ‘Choose Action’:

Access API with shell:

Then perform the actions stated in section 2.3. After creating the necessary 
files and directories, run the CGI call to CoMon in your web-browser: 

http://comon.cs.princeton.edu/status/tabulator.cgi?
table=table_nodeviewshort&format=nameonly&persite=1&select='r
esptime>0'
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This will  return a list of one active node per site (as shown above). Copy 
these  names  from the  web-browser  and  paste  them onto  the  file  called 
nodes.txt.

Now, the next step will be adding the nodes to your slice. It can be done in 
two ways (1) accessing API with the PlanetLab shell or, (2) accessing it with a 
python script. 
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Access API with shell  :  

Access API with script:
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Added Nodes:

Performing any of the above two operations will have resulted in your slice 
being populated by the nodes you saved in the file ‘nodes.txt’. Now, your 
Node-list should look this:

Installing CoDeploy:

The next task will be to deploy a script to these nodes and then gather 
information back from them. The CoDeploy software will assist in doing this. 
Download the CoDeploy software from 

http://codeen.cs.princeton.edu/codeploy       into the directory: 
~/planetlab/hello_world and do the following:
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After all the necessary binaries are compiled, you can add it to the path in 
your /.cshrc file to avoid locating the full working directory every time you 
want to run CoDeploy.
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Setting up a Central Web Server:

To do this instead of using Apache, I used the web server provided for our 
students called ‘studweb’. It can be found at:

http://www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/help/main/cosc_faq.html

Instructions on how to setup the server are given here:

1)  Create a folder in your home directory named : public_html
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2)  Then change the mode to allow read-write privileges: $ chmod –R 
public_html

3)  In public_html create another file called: index.html

4)  This should have you ready to go with the webserver. But to test if it is 
working try a small php script:

$ vi index.php
> hello world
Save and close the file

5) Now, go to your web browser and type (replacing my username with 
yours):

http://studweb.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/~fya27/index.php

You should now see something like this:

Running the Script:

Make sure you have created the necessary files and directories as stated in 
section 3.2 and 3.3 in the tutorial and have set necessary access 
permissions. You ‘public_html’ directory structure at this point should look 
like this:
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Firewall issues:

Make sure have access to outside ports by before starting deployment:
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Running CoDeploy:

CoDeploy will now deploy the script phonehome.py to a folder called ‘hello’ 
on each of the nodes added to your slice by doing the following:

You should now see something like this:
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Executing Remote Scripts:

Now, to start execution of the remote scripts, we use the Multiquery 
command given on page 10 in the tutorial:

While this is executing you should see something like this:
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According to the tutorial, after a few minutes, most of the nodes should have 
phoned home, and the longitudes and latitudes will be recorded in KML 
format by the file ~/public_html/hw_demo/phonelog.php

View in Google Earth:

To view the co-ordinates, download Google Earth from:
http://earth.google.com/
Now, in your web-browser; execute the KML file phonelog.php by:
http://studweb.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/~fya27/index.php

This should automatically prompt you to view the file in Google Earth:

And you’re done…Congrats!

Lessons Learned:

I have found that deployment of applications with CoDeploy doesn’t always 
go well and you can sometimes end up with garbage at the remote nodes. 
So, the best way to deploy your applications (on a number of manageable 
nodes) is to use the old-fashioned way, like we did when distributing 
Akaroa2. For massive deployments, there are other tools you can explore 
like PlMan, check: http://www.planet-lab.org/tools
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